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Motivation: “Lyrical” is everywhere

Goodreads reviews: “This was the first novel I've read by McCarthy and I'm still sorting out my opinion. His style is 
adroit, sometimes lyrical.” - Adam Meade’s four-star review of Blood Meridian by Cormac McCarthy

But how can we make sense of a term this amorphous? 



Motivation: Critical foundation

Virginia Jackson and lyricization: Jackson’s work, Becoming Lyric,  importantly highlights the instability of the lyric 
label. She writes, “to be lyric is to be read as lyric—and to be read as lyric is to be printed and framed as a lyric.” I 
repurposed her conjectures regarding poetry to fit into this similarly unforgiving terrain

Franco Moretti and “distant reading”: Devolves a digital-slant to analysis as he demonstrates important, novel DH 
work can take place with simple metrics like word frequencies — wherein “distance … is a condition of knowledge”

Martin Heidegger and action: “... action must apply theoretical cognition if it is not to remain blind. Rather, 
observation is a kind of taking care just as primordially as action has its own kind of seeing. Theoretical behavior is 
just looking, noncircumspectly. Because it is not circumspect, looking is not without rules; its canon takes shape in 
method.”  — Being and Time (69)



Goal: Define what makes fiction “lyrical” using traditional 
critique and digital methods



Digital Pipeline

1. Corpus Creation
a. clean texts
b. store data

2. Feature Engineering
a. calculate potentially useful markers 

of lyrical novels

3. Feature Reduction 
a. distill the information using Random 

Forests

4. Supervised Learning 
a.  SVM classification



Methods: Corpus
Detective Corpus Lyrical Corpus



Methods: Data mining and processing

Created database using SQLite containing every word, sentence and paragraph from all 50 works.

Used R and Python for text cleaning - without corpus-creation packages like tm, coRpus or nltk. 

 Most works were sourced from Project Gutenberg or Archive.org, so their encoding was fairly uniform. 



Methods: Feature engineering

Pictured is the feature subset for: 
Lolita, Moby Dick, Mrs. Dalloway, 
Orlando, Pale Fire, Portrait of The Artist 
and The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym

A broad array of data-points that could 
potentially lead to a more comprehensive 
understanding of the formal elements that 
generate a“lyrical” work

Calculated with R and Python, committed 
to spreadsheet (later normalized).



Methods: MATTR (Moving-Average-Type-Token-Ratio)

An improvement upon a 
commonly adopted metric.

Calculated with Python and 
graphed with matplotlib.

We can watch Stephen steadily 
increasing the number of unique 
words he uses as he matures into 
an aesthete and cements his ideals



Methods: Syllabic Richness in The Sound and the Fury

“...i was afraid to i was afraid she might and then it wouldnt have done any 
good but if i could tell you we did it would have been so and then the others 
wouldnt be so and then the world would roar away...”

Quentin Compson



Methods: Feature set reduction through variable importance

Top 4:

frequency of dialogue

frequency of perception words

frequency of anaphora

frequency of “I”



Methods: Supervised Learning

I implemented an SVM using the e1071 package in R.

I built a final SVM using the two most extreme variables from an initial trial run. The levels anaphora-frequency and 
perception-frequency across my corpus were placed into this model.

I used “Leave-One-Out-Cross-Validation” (LOOCV) and a cost parameter of 2.5 and achieved 84% accuracy.

According to my classifier: novels with high levels of anaphora and low levels of perception belong in the 
“lyrical” class.

Misclassified Novels



Results: Technical and critical summary

I did not formulate an unassailable blueprint for creating “lyrical” novels, but I think that’s okay.

Instead, I created a reusable database of cleaned literature for future study. I calculated remarkably minute yet 
consequential markers of syntax and style in the novel. I interfaced with the critical and theoretical authorities in an 
untraditional manner. And, using an intricate machine learning pipeline, I stake my claim: 

The most salient feature of “lyrical” novels is their reliance on anaphora.



Future Work

Larger corpus (can never be too big)

Use unsupervised learning (Keras Attentive LSTM)

Branch into different mediums (music lyrics, tweets, etc.)

Delve into the sonic aspect of literature (what do lyrical novels sound like?)
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